
Discovery
for JWorks Attorney

Discovery for JWorks Attorney provides your agency with 

an easy-to-use document and imaging tool that increases 

office productivity and significantly decreases the hours you 

spend managing paper discoverable information packets for 

disclosure. 

At the core of Discovery lies a powerful Media Manager in which all files 

associated with your case, report, or incident are stored. Examples of 

media items include: 

• Scanned Documents

• Audio Clips

• Video Clips

• Photographs

• Word Processing Documents

• JWorks Generated Documents

• and more!

Discovery Package Creation

Once a report, case, or incident has been established you can begin 

creating an archive  where related media files can be stored. From there, 

media archive information packets can be created and then shared with 

other agencies. For example, an electronic discovery package required 

for disclosure can be automatically generated by a prosecutor and 

shared with the public defender or the court. Any archived item can 

easily be selected and included in a discovery package.  
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Benefits of Discovery for 
JWorks Attorney
Automated document and imaging system with our unique capabilities can have 

numerous benefits to your agency such as:

• Reducing the manual handling of information or discovery documents saving you 

time and money

• Decrease the time spent making physical copies of discoverable information

• Eliminate costly paper reams by storing electronically

• Decrease errors in transmitting discovery materials

• Create a discovery package once and transfer the information onto disk, CD, DVD, or 

the web service site whenever necessary

• The package tracking feature allows tracking of all information for any package 

when it was created, sent, and by what method it was sent

• Quick and easy access to all items or documents associated with a case online 

• Multiple staff can share a file at the same time from separate locations
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Save Paper, Time, and Money with Discovery


Store and manage all forms of 

media for each case


Generate packages for each 

agency only once


Track your package at each step 

and each recipient 

About equivant

We are driven by a justice system that instills confidence through its processes and is accessible to all 
citizens. Like you, equivant aims to embrace community while advancing justice and deliver better 
outcomes to all who touch the justice system. We do this through our deep domain knowledge, modern 
technologies, and expert services that help promote public and individual safety by informing decisions at 
every step. As fellow stewards of justice, equivant is committed to your mission and we value your ideals. 
Our people operate with fairness and integrity, believing that there is no such thing as “good enough”. 
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Web Service Capability

Once a discovery package is created a notice can be sent by 

email to the desired recipient(s) directing them to a web site 

where the information package can be picked up. During the 

pickup process the recipient will leave an electronic signature 

verifying the date and time they obtained the package.

Other Important Capabilities

Additional capabilities associated with the Discovery module include:

• Ability to convert items and documents into a PDF format

• Package tracking options

• Archive and collection logs to maintain a record of progression

• Folder sealing options for security

• Automatic page numbering (Bate Stamping) to eliminate the 

need for manually numbering Discovery packet pages


